Interrelationships between nuclear structure and ligand-activated intracellular receptors.
The role of ligand-activated intracellular receptors in activation of gene expression most probably involves a multistep process that requires alteration in chromatin structure. Results of studies with members of the steroid hormone receptor superfamily as well as the ligand-activated member of the basic region/helix-loop-helix family of transcriptional activators suggests that two different nuclear structures and their associated nuclear proteins are important in the initial stages of gene activation: the nuclear matrix and nucleosomes. Cell- and tissue-specific nuclear matrix proteins and the variant and modified histones appear to be important for tissue and species specificity of ligand-induced responses. Because the function of a receptor may be limited in vivo by promoter and transcription factor accessibility, the various roles of nuclear ligand-receptor complexes may involve interaction with nuclear matrix proteins and/or nucleosomes. Tissue-specific structural nuclear proteins could control the conformation (looping through matrix attachment regions) of the DNA and unwinding or rearrangement of nucleosomes, thus providing specificity to the expression of certain genes. Modulation of cooperative elements required for gene activation may involve association of the gene promoter with the nuclear matrix together with the presence of nucleosomes. Thus, the series of events involved in ligand-receptor activation of genes requires alterations in chromatin structure, which allow access of the receptor complex to elements within the gene.